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(2019) Ad2Rating: One of the newest apps to
provide parents with a sneak peek into their
children's lives was recently launched by Google.
In the Social Peek app, parents can see exactly
what their children do on social media sites like
Facebook, Instagram, and Snapchat. The app can
also be used to help teens manage their
smartphone use, according to the National Center
for Missing and Exploited Children (NCMEC). The
National Center for Missing and Exploited
Children said that by using the sneak peek
function to look at their children's activity, parents
may find out if their children are spending an
abnormal amount of time on certain apps. "In the
past, [social media] had privacy settings so that a
parent wouldn’t accidentally start tracking where
their child was on a site like Facebook.. Kids could
not know that their parents were viewing their
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activity until they were old enough to log out of
the sites," he said. Some people may consider
social peeks to be kind of intrusive, however,
NCMEC explained that the app simply records the
first few lines of chat messages that the children
send and receive on social media apps. Parents
can choose to view their child’s chat history with
their friends and family and choose how often they
want to view it. This app can also record photo and
video snapshots that the child sends or receives on
social media apps. The app can also be used to
monitor phone usage by teens so that they can
more easily control their smartphone activity. It
can even be used to track the location of a child’s
cell phone so that concerned parents can have a
better idea of where their child is. The Social Peek
app can be downloaded in the Google Play store
for free. Parents can now have a sneak peek into
their children’s activity on social media apps, like
Snapchat, Instagram, and Instagram. Within the
app, there are two modes to choose from. You can
select “Quick View,” which only records the first
few lines of chat and the photo and video
snapshots the child sends or receives on social
media apps. In addition, parents can choose to
have the app record chat messages for 24 hours,



or for seven days. Parents can look through all the
information the app collects by looking through
the “Conversations” tab. Parents
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